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What is a team?  Individuals who 
come together as a team to achieve a 
common goal.  A team that provides 
opportunities to learn, teach, mentor, 
and share top quality legal advice. A 
team that enables us to advocate, 
brainstorm, give back to our 
community, meet, network and 

socialize with friends and colleagues all over the country. That 
is how I see our Association. 

Although we are a small chapter, individually, you may not 
realize that the changes around us—whether social, political, 
technological, scientific, economic or otherwise—require that 
we help our clients navigate through new and increasingly 
complex legal landscapes, which impact the companies for 
which we work, as well as our communities, and the legal 
profession at large. In many instances, we are responsible to 
help shape those new legal landscapes.  So if certification is on 
your horizon, please contact Sandi Ramirez at 
sram@scotthulse.com for more information on becoming 
certified and to find out about study materials and study 
groups. 

I'm proud of our Chapter's successes particularly in providing 
more opportunities for meaningful engagement of our 
members, introducing innovative programming formats and 
topics, and providing professional development 
opportunities.  In the year ahead, we will continue these 
initiatives, as well as adding programming designed for the 
different stages of your career, virtual programming, and 
events held in collaboration with other chapters within Texas. 

Thank you members for your continued participation and 
enthusiasm in our professional community! 

I look forward to seeing you soon. 

 

 

Carol R. Gutierrez, PLS 
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If you know of any events we 
should share, please  let us 
know!  
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July 13, 2022—July’s  education meeting 

brought Kirk  Cooper to the speaker’s podium. 

Mr. Cooper discussed the do’s and don’ts of 

appellate briefs. 
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What Employers 

Need to Know in a 

Post-Dobbs 

Landscape 

The United States Supreme 
Court’s decision to overturn 
both Roe v. Wade and 
Planned Parenthood v. Casey 
have brought several 
employment law issues to the 
forefront including the PDA, 
state trigger laws, employer 
handbook policies and 
procedures, travel benefits, 
and protected activities. You 
can read the complete 
analysis here.  

Who Owns Memes? 

Memes are usually images or 
snippets from various media 
available on the internet. So, 
if a meme was created using 
media readily available on the 
internet, who is the rightful 
owner of each meme? Read 
more on the intellectual 
property rights available to 
memes here.  

CROSS-BORDER DISCOVERY 

Francisco J. Ortega 
 

Lawsuits involving foreign parties present American litigants and courts with 
unique problems. In addition to questions of jurisdiction over the foreign parties 
and choice of law, one of the most persistent and challenging problems has been to 
determine the procedure by which evidence located in foreign nations may be 
obtained.  American courts have long struggled with the legal questions raised 
when an American discovery rule or policy is frustrated by foreign statutes or 
procedures governing the taking of evidence abroad, such as the Hague 
Convention on the Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters 
(the “Hague Convention”). These cases have typically involved confrontations 
with foreign “blocking statutes,” which impose a variety of civil or criminal 
penalties for the removal of evidence from a foreign nation. When a party asserts a 
foreign blocking statute, banking secrecy laws, or data privacy laws as a defense to 
a discovery request, an American court is faced with a choice between denying the 
discovery requested or ordering the commission of acts that may violate the law of 
the foreign nation where the evidence is located. 
 
In Societe Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale v. United States Dist. Court for 
Southern Dist., 482 U.S. 522 (1987), the U.S. Supreme Court created an important 
framework for understanding the key considerations that courts must consider 
when a party seeks discovery of a foreign party.   In that case, the Court balanced 
the interplay between the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure with the Hague 
Convention and the degree of deference that American courts should give to 
international law when litigants seek discovery of documents or information 
located in a foreign country.  In considering this delicate balance, the Court held 
that the Hague Convention does not provide the exclusive means or mandatory 
procedures for U.S. litigants to seek discovery located in a foreign country. The 
Court further concluded that international comity does not require American 
litigants to resort to the procedures under the Hague Convention before initiating 
foreign discovery under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
 
In Aerospatiale, the plaintiffs sued aircraft manufacturers owned by the Republic 
of France in a U.S. federal court after one of their planes crashed in Iowa. 482 U.S. 
524-25. The plaintiffs served requests for production, requests for admission, and 
interrogatories to the petitioners. Id. In response, the petitioners sought a protective 
order, claiming that the plaintiffs should exclusively pursue this discovery through 
the Hague Convention—not the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure—because the 
documents were stored in France. Id. at 525-26. However, contrary to the 
petitioners’ allegations, the Court determined that American litigants do not have 
to resort to the procedures under the Hague Convention before initiating discovery 
under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  To do otherwise would be wholly 
“inconsistent with the language and negotiating history of the Hague Convention.”  
Id. at 534. Instead, according to the Court, “the [Hague] Convention was intended 
as a permissive supplement, not a pre-emptive replacement, for other means of 
obtaining evidence located abroad.”  Id. at 536. 
 
In particular, the Court found that the Hague Convention is devoid of any 
mandatory language requiring the exclusive use of Hague Convention procedures 
when American litigants seek discovery of information or documents located in a 
foreign country.  See generally George L. Washington, Jr., An Examination of 
Factors Considered By U.S. Courts in Ruling on Requests to Conduct Discovery of 
Information Located in Foreign Countries, ABA Presentation, Boston, Mass. (Aug. 
8, 2014).  Instead, the Hague Convention employs permissive language.  
Aerospatiale, 482 U.S. at 535.  For example, Article 1 of the Hague Convention 
provides that a judicial authority in one contracting state “may” forward a letter of 
request to the competent authority in another contracting state for the purpose of  
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obtaining evidence, and Articles 15, 16, and 17 provide that diplomatic officers, consular agents, and commissioners 
“may”, without compulsion, take evidence under certain conditions.  Id. 
 
Furthermore, the Court found petitioners’ assertion of exclusivity to be undermined by the fact that the Convention 
does not purport to amend the domestic laws of the signatories. “The text of the [Hague] Convention itself does not 
modify the law of any contracting state, require any contracting state to use the Convention procedures, either in 
requesting evidence or in responding to such requests, or compel any contracting state to change its own evidence-
gathering procedures.”  Aerospatiale, 482 U.S. at 534.  Rather, the Court determined that Article 23, which authorizes 
a contracting state to opt out of the Convention’s procedures, and Article 27, which allows signatory countries to use 
more liberal methods of rendering evidence, could only be construed as permitting a contracting state to avail itself of 
its own laws and procedures. 

 
Similarly, the Court rejected an argument from petitioners that, even if it does not consider the Hague Convention’s 
procedures to be mandatory, the “Court should adopt a rule requiring that American litigants first resort to those 
procedures before initiating any discovery pursuant to the normal methods of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.” Id. 
at 541-42. The Court found itself “convinced that such a general rule would be unwise,” id. at 542, because “the Letter 
of Request procedure authorized by the [Hague] Convention would be unduly time consuming and expensive” in many 
situations. Id.  The procedure would also be “less certain to produce needed evidence than direct use of the Federal 
Rules.” Id. Thus, “a rule of first resort in all cases would . . . be inconsistent with the overriding interest in Rule 1 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for the ‘just, speedy, and inexpensive determination’ of litigation in our courts.”  
Id. at 542-43 (citing Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 1). 

 
Moreover, the Court rejected petitioners’ claim that “a rule of first resort is necessary to accord respect to the 
sovereignty of states in which evidence is located.” Aerospatiale, 482 U.S at 543. “[T]he concept of international 
comity requires . . . a more particularized analysis of the respective interests of the foreign nation and the requesting 
nation than petitioners’ proposed general rule would generate.” Id. at 543-44. The Court therefore “decline[d] to hold 
as a blanket matter that comity requires resort to Hague . . . Convention procedures without prior scrutiny in each case 
of the particular facts, sovereign interests, and likelihood that resort to those procedures will prove effective.” Id. at 
544. 

 
Finally, Petitioners argued that they were unable to respond to plaintiffs’ discovery requests because French “blocking 
statutes” would penalize them for responding to discovery requests not comply with the Hague Convention.  
Aerospatiale, 482 U.S at 526. Again, the Court rejected the petitioners’ assertions, finding that “[i]t is well settled that 
such statutes do not deprive an American court of the power to order a party subject to its jurisdiction to produce 
evidence even though the act of production may violate that statute.” Id. (citing Societe Internationale Pour 
Participations Industrielles et Commerciales, S. A. v. Rogers, 357 U.S. 197, 204-206 (1958)). “[T]he language of the 
statute, if taken literally, would appear to represent an extraordinary exercise of legislative jurisdiction by the Republic 
of France over a United States district judge, forbidding him or her to order any discovery from a party of French 
nationality, even simple requests . . . that the party could respond to on the basis of personal knowledge.” Id. While “[t]
he blocking statute . . . is relevant to . . . [a] court’s particularized comity analysis . . . to the extent that its terms and its 
enforcement identify the nature of the sovereign interests in nondisclosure of specific kinds of material,” id., it “need 
not be given the same deference by courts of the United States as substantive rules of law at variance with the law of 
the United States” where such a statute “frustrate[s] . . . [the] goal” of “adjudicat[ing] . . . on the basis of the best 
information available.” Id. (internal quotation marks and cite omitted). 
 
Although the Court reaffirmed the principle that U.S. courts are not required to accord deference to blocking statues, it 
cautioned that “American courts, in supervising pretrial proceedings, should exercise special vigilance to protect 
foreign litigants from the danger that unnecessary, or unduly burdensome, discovery may place them in a 
disadvantageous position.” See Washington, supra note p. 2. While courts should always strive to prevent abuse of 
discovery requests, “[w]hen it is necessary to seek evidence abroad, . . . the district court must supervise pretrial 
proceedings particularly closely to prevent . . . [such] abuses.” Id. In this regard, the Court insisted that “[o]bjections 
[from foreign litigants] to ‘abusive’ discovery . . . should therefore receive the most careful consideration” and 
“American courts should . . . take care to demonstrate due respect for any special problem confronted by the foreign 
litigant on account of its nationality or the location of its operations, and for any sovereign interest expressed by a 
foreign state.”  Id.  
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Despite not articulating specific rules to weigh the problems and interests that arise in the context of foreign discovery 
requests, the Court resorted to the comity analysis under the Restatement of Foreign Relations Law of the United States 
(Revised) § 437(1)(c) (Tent. Draft No. 7, 1986) (approved May 14, 1986) (Restatement),” id. at 544 n.28, which district 
courts have often considered after Aerospatiale in determining whether to order foreign discovery in the face of 
objections by foreign litigants: 

(1) the importance to the . . . litigation of the documents or other information requested; 
(2) the degree of specificity of the request; 
(3) whether the information originated in the United States; 
(4) the availability of alternative means of securing the information; and 
(5) the extent to which noncompliance with the request would undermine important interests of the United 

States, or compliance with the request would undermine important interests of the state where the 
information is located 

Aerospatiale, 544 U.S. at 544 n.28. 

Other jurisdictions have also considered two additional factors: 
 

(6) the compliance hardship on the party or witness from whom discovery is sought; and 
(7) the good faith of the party resisting discovery 

See, e.g., Wultz v. Bank of China, Ltd., 910 F. Supp. 2d 548, 553 (SDNY 2012). 

In considering this multi-factored test, courts first weigh the importance of the requested foreign discovery. In doing so, 
courts determine the requested information’s significance to the allegations in plaintiff’s complaint or to plaintiff’s ability 
to prove the alleged cause of action.  While a party may traditionally rely on the “relevance” of seeking “domestic” 
discovery, practitioners seeking foreign discovery should strive to show the critical importance of the discovery sought to 
overcome any foreign legal obstacles. The more likely a party is able to demonstrate  that the requested information or 
documentation is crucial or vital to the case, the more likely a court is to allow the discovery under the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure rather than the Hague Convention.  See Richmark Corp. v. Timber Falling Consultants, 959 F.2d 1468, 
1475 (9th Cir. 1992) (“Where the outcome of the litigation ‘does not stand or fall on the present discovery order,’ . . . 
courts have generally been unwilling to override foreign secrecy laws.”) (quoting In re Westinghouse Elec. Corp. 
Uranium Contracts Litig., 563 F.2d 992, 999 (10th Cir. 1977)); Strauss v. Credit Lyonnais, S.A., 249 F.R.D. 429, 440 
(EDNY 2008) (“Because the scope of civil discovery in the United States is broader than that of many foreign 
jurisdictions, some courts have applied a more stringent test of relevancy when applying the Federal Rules to foreign 
discovery.”); In re Activision Blizzard, Inc. Stockholder Litigation, 86 A.3d 531, 544 (Del. Ch. 2014) (“This factor calls 
on the court to consider the degree to which the information sought is more than merely relevant under the broad test 
generally for evaluating discovery requests.”); Wultz, 910 F. Supp. 2d at 556 (“With regard to foreign discovery 
materials, I recognize that ordinarily it may be ‘reasonable to limit foreign discovery to information that is necessary to 
the action . . . and directly relevant and material,’ rather than ‘information that could lead to admissible evidence.’”). 

Second, courts must weigh the degree of specificity of the requests for foreign discovery. In this vein, courts consider the 
degree to which the foreign discovery requests are appropriately “tailored” to the claims and defenses of the litigation. 
See Strauss, 249 F.R.D. at 441 (“Here, the court finds that the requested discovery is relevant, vital and narrowly tailored 
to the litigation. . . . Plaintiffs’ discovery requests are sufficiently focused on the vital issues in this case: whether and to 
what extent Credit Lyonnais knowingly provided material support and resources to Specially Designated Global Terrorist 
organizations, and/or financial services to a terrorist organization.”) (internal quotation marks and cites omitted); 
Stanford, 776 F. Supp. 2d at 332 (“Despite the broad scope of the Receiver’s request, the Court finds it reasonably 
tailored to the circumstances of this case.”).  Where discovery requests seek evidence that is “cumulative,” American 
“courts are less inclined to ignore a foreign state’s concerns” about conflicts between the discovery and the state’s laws. 
In re Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Antitrust Litig., 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 41275, *70 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 26, 2014); Stanford, 
776 F. Supp. 2d at 332 (finding that SG Suisse bank account transactions were “integral” to an alleged Ponzi scheme and 
that a discovery request for information related to those transactions thus “does not implicate civil law countries’ 
traditional concerns with pretrial “fishing expeditions”); In re Vitamins Antitrust Litig., 120 F. Supp. 2d 45, 54 (D.D.C. 
2000) (“Since plaintiffs have alleged a prima facie basis for jurisdiction and their revised requests are narrowly tailored 
and are not the type of blind fishing expeditions of concern to these signatory nations, the Court finds that the signatory 
defendants’ sovereign interests will not be unduly hampered by proceeding with jurisdictional discovery according to the 
Federal Rules.”). 
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Third, courts must also weigh whether the requested information originated in the United States.  See e.g., Richmark, 959 
F.2d at 1475 (“The fact that all the information to be disclosed (and the people who will be deposed or who will produce 
the documents) are located in a foreign country weighs against disclosure, since those people and documents are subject 
to the law of that country in the ordinary course of business.”) (emphasis added); cf. Stanford, 776 F. Supp. 2d at 333 
(“As Crédit Lyonnais makes clear, this factor focuses on ‘whether the ‘information originated in the United States,’ not 
whether the information currently is located’ there.”); In re Activision Blizzard, 86 A.3d at 545 (“If the information 
originated in the United States and is simply being stored abroad or was taken there, then the American origins of the 
information and its prior presence in the United States counsel in favor of production. A company or individual should 
not be able to evade discovery in American courts by secreting information offshore.”). 
 
However, where all of the requested information and the individuals involved in assembling it are located in a foreign 
country, courts have been reluctant to allow discovery through the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. See e.g., Stanford, 
776 F. Supp. 2d at 333-34 (finding that this factor weighs against disclosure under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
where party “insists that the materials responsive to the . . . request may only be found in Switzerland,” where Swiss bank 
employees are prohibited “from turning over the . . . documents to their colleagues in the United States for purposes of 
production . . . because . . . the act of facilitating the improper production abroad . . . constitutes the violation” of Swiss 
Penal Code and “where Swiss law apparently criminalizes the preparatory acts of selecting the relevant documents 
which . . . will [be disclosed] . . . in the forum state”); see also Richmark, 959 F.2d at 1475 (finding that “[t]his factor 
weighs against requiring disclosure” where the foreign litigant “has no United States office” and “[a]ll of its employees, 
and all of the documents [that were] requested . . . are located in the . . . [Peoples Republic of China]”). 
 
In fact, where there is evidence that the foreign laws against disclosure are actually enforced, courts have been even more 
persuaded that this factor weighs against discovery under the Federal Rules. See Washington, supra note p. 2; see also 
Reinsurance Co. of America, Inc. v. Administratia Asigurarilor De Stat, 902 F.2d 1275, 1282 (7th Cir. 1990) (noting that 
“[a]ll the information . . . sought through these interrogatories is located within Romania” and subject to Romania’s 
“vigorously enforced” law against disclosing “service secrets, thus presenting a “very real threat [of criminal sanctions] 
faced by . . . [foreign litigant employees] who would have to remove this information from Romania”). 
 
Fourth, courts also consider the availability of alternate means of obtaining the information.  In this sense, courts seek to 
unduly burden a foreign litigant or place foreign parties “in a disadvantageous position.”  Aerospatiale, 482 U.S. at 546. 
Courts have tended to find this factor weighing in favor of discovery under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure where 
the requested information is in the complete control of the foreign party resisting discovery and where the requestor 
cannot reasonably obtain the information otherwise. See Washington, supra note p. 2.  In analyzing this factor, courts 
often discuss the effectiveness of the Hague Convention as an alternative means of securing the information, expressing 
doubt about the efficiency, timeliness, and effectiveness of the Hague Convention. In re Activision Blizzard, 86 A.3d at 
546 (citing decisions). See e.g., TruePosition, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 29294 at *15 (“Even though both the Federal Rules 
and the Hague Evidence Convention are means of securing information, it must be noted that the procedures required 
pursuant to the Hague Evidence Convention are much more likely to be time-consuming than the procedures under the 
Federal Rules.”); In re Automotive Refinishing Paint, 358 F.3d 288, 300 (3d Cir. 2004) (“Aerospatiale notes that in many 
situations, the Convention procedures would be unduly time-consuming and expensive, and less likely to produce needed 
evidence than direct use of the Federal Rules.”); In re Air Cargo Shipping Servs. Antitrust Litig., 278 F.R.D. 51 (EDNY 
2010) (“[T]he outcome of a request pursuant to the Convention is by no means certain, and making the request will 
undeniably result in delays of unknown, and perhaps considerable, duration.”). 
 
Fifth, courts typically give the greatest weight to the existence of foreign anti-disclosure laws.  See Wultz, 910 F. Supp. 
2d at 558 (“This factor—the balancing of national interests—is the most important, as it directly addresses the relations 
between sovereign nations.” (internal quotes omitted); Strauss, 249 F.R.D. at 443 (“The comity factor—requiring 
analysis of the competing interests of the United States and France—is of the greatest importance in determining whether 
to defer to the foreign jurisdiction.”) (quotation marks and cite omitted). This factor “is a balancing of competing 
interests, taking into account the extent to which the discovery sought serves important interests of the forum state versus 
the degree to which providing the discovery would undermine important interests of the foreign state.”  In re Activision 
Blizzard, 86 A.3d at 547. 
 
In this regard, the more compelling the interests of the case, the more willing a court may be to overlook any foreign 
blocking statutes or data privacy laws.   
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See generally Graco, Inc. v. Kremlin, Inc., 101 F.R.D. 503 (N.D. Ill. 1984) (protecting American patent laws despite 
French blocking statute); In re Uranium Antitrust Litigation, 480 F. Supp. 1138 (N.D. Ill. 1979) (protecting the integrity 
of American antitrust laws through litigation of commercial disputes); United States v. Vetco, 691 F.2d 1281 (9th Cir. 
1981) (enforcing tax laws); SEC v. Banca della Svizzera Italiana, 92 F.R.D. 111 (SDNY 1981) (enforcing securities 
laws); Doster, 141 F.R.D. at 53 (products liability cases involving international suppliers or manufacturers). However, for 
more “standard” commercial disputes, the courts have been less inclined to overlook foreign anti-disclosure laws.  See 
Doster, 141 F.R.D. at 54 (“Defendant likewise fails to show in general how an important German interest would be 
offended by the use of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.”); Cathode, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 41275 at **72-73 (“[T]
he Court must balance international comity with the policies of the Federal Rules . . . in order to determine the extent to 
which noncompliance with the discovery request would undermine important United States interests, compared to how 
compliance could undermine important interests of the state where the information is located.”); Richmark, 959 F.2d at 
1477 (“Further, neither Beijing nor the PRC has identified any way in which disclosure of the information requested here 
will significantly affect the PRC’s interests in confidentiality.”); Strauss, 249 F.R.D. at 443 (“Despite numerous and 
ample opportunities to do so, the French Ministry of Justice has not specifically objected to the plaintiffs’ discovery 
demands. Rather, the French Ministry of Justice merely restates French law, and vaguely notes French sovereignty, but 
fails to address how its interest . . . should be reconciled.”). 
 
Sixth, in determining whether a litigant will endure hardship in complying with a discovery request for information 
located in a foreign country, courts generally have looked (i) whether foreign law creates penalties for complying with 
discovery requests of U.S. origin, (ii) the likelihood that foreign authorities will enforce those laws, and (iii) the party/
nonparty status of the litigant resisting discovery.  See, e.g.,  Washington, supra note p.2.  In examining these elements, 
courts have ruled that the mere existence of a foreign law that purports to penalize a foreign litigant for disclosure of the 
requested discovery is not dispositive.  See id.  Thus, “the fact that foreign law may subject a person to criminal sanctions 
in the foreign country if he produces certain information does not automatically bar a domestic court from compelling 
production.” Reinsurance, 902 F.2d at 1282 (quotations marks and cite omitted); see also Strauss, 249 F.R.D. at 454 
(citing decisions for the proposition that the French blocking statute and the French banking secrecy laws do not 
necessarily bar U.S. courts from ordering production of requested discovery).  “Instead, courts give more weight to 
evidence regarding the second element—whether foreign authorities would be likely to enforce the law prohibiting 
disclosure.”  Washington, supra note p.2; see also Richmark, 959 F.2d at 1477 (“The effect that a discovery order is 
likely to have on the foreign company is another factor to be considered. If Beijing is likely to face criminal prosecution 
in the PRC for complying with the United States court order, that fact constitutes a ‘weighty excuse’ for nonproduction.”) 
(quoting Rogers, 357 U.S. at 211); Strauss, 249 F.R.D. at 454, (“In examining the hardship on the party from whom 
compliance is sought, courts . . . look at the likelihood that enforcement of the foreign law will be successful.”) (quoting 
Minpeco, 116 F.R.D. at 526). 
 
“Even under the second element, some courts make a distinction between anti-disclosure laws that impose only civil 
liability versus those that impose criminal sanctions.”  See Washington, supra note p.2.  “[C]ourts do not treat foreign 
discovery laws equally. The prospect that the foreign litigant would face criminal penalties rather than civil liabilities 
weighs in favor of the objecting party.” Stanford, 776 F. Supp. 2d at 338(quotation marks and cite omitted). “[W]here the 
consequence of disclosure is at most civil liability,” courts “have considered the foreign nation's interest in prohibiting 
disclosure [to be] weaker.” Minpeco, 116 F.R.D. at 524; see Reinsurance, 902 F.2d at 1281 (relying on “an affidavit 
provided by . . . .a Romanian attorney” as evidence that the Romanian litigant’s employees “would face criminal 
sanctions for revealing” information requested by plaintiff and that the law prohibiting such disclosure “is vigorously 
enforced”); Stanford, 776 F. Supp. 2d at (concluding, based on statements in declaration, that “Swiss authorities have 
prosecuted individuals and entities for failing to heed laws designed to promote that interest”).  
 
“The third element used to analyze the hardship factor looks at whether the litigant resisting discovery is a party to the 
litigation.”  See Washington, supra note p.2. Where “the objecting litigant is a party to the action, courts accord that 
party’s hardship less weight” than if the litigant is a nonparty. Strauss, 249 F.R.D. at 454. In contrast, “where the party 
sought to be compelled to produce documents in violation of foreign secrecy laws is merely a neutral source of 
information, and not itself a target of a criminal investigation or an adverse party in litigation, some courts have found the 
hardship to weigh more heavily in the balance.” Stanford, 776 F. Supp. 2d at 340 (cites omitted). In such a situation, “this 
portion of the hardship analysis . . . weighs in [the nonparty’s] favor” and counsels against production under the Federal 
Rules.  Id. 
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Finally, courts applying the good-faith factor consider whether the party opposing 
foreign discovery has engaged in “[b]ad faith delays and dilatory tactics” that should 
weigh against it. Strauss, 249 F.R.D. at 456 (cite omitted). Thus, courts will likely find 
good faith where foreign parties have promptly advocated for use of the Hague 
Convention in response to requested foreign discovery or have made timely attempts to 
obtain guidance from appropriate foreign officials concerning the foreign country’s 
treatment of the discovery request. See Washington, supra note p.2.; see also Strauss, 
249 F.R.D. at 456 (“In this case, Credit Lyonnais has made . . . at least three efforts to 
contact the French Ministry of Justice for guidance [in response to plaintiffs' discovery 
requests]. . . . Thus, the defendant has apparently made good faith, diligent efforts to 
secure discovery.”) (quotation marks and cites omitted).  “However, where the court 
finds that the opposing party did not wait an unreasonable amount of time after the 
discovery request before seeking application of the Hague Convention, the court will 
not find bad faith.”  See Washington, supra note p.2. 
 
——————————————————————— 
Francisco J. Ortega is a trial lawyer and partner at ScottHulse, P.C. in El Paso, Texas, where he 
represents plaintiffs and defendants in commercial litigation.  Licensed in Texas and New Mexico, 
Francisco handles claims for shareholder derivative suits, breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duties, 
deceptive trade practices, fraud, trade secrets, breach of partnership obligations, copyright and trademark 
infringement, and non-compete covenants.  

COMMUNITY 
RELATIONS 
CALENDAR 

 

July 11  -  August 12, 2022 

CASFV Donation Drive 

 

Questions? 

Contact Sonia Valencia at 
sval@scotthulse.com for 
more information on our 
current or future 
community relations 
initiatives. 

 

TALP 
DEADLINES: 
 

August 15, 2022 

Items and articles for  
The Docket due. 

We Need Your Help 
The Center Against Sexual & Family 
Violence is a non-profit organization that has 
been providing hope to individuals and 
families in need. They assist by providing 

guidance and empowerment to leave unhealthy situations and provide the tools 
needed for recovery. 

Our generous gifts and donations go directly to the those affected and their 
healing. At the moment they are in need of hygiene products listed below. 

Starting July 11,2022 and ending August 12, 2022, you can drop off items at 
Anson11 during EPALP’s monthly education meeting, the ScottHulse offices 
downtown, or here. Thank you in advance for your support! 

 We Need: 

Toilet Paper 
Shampoo and Conditioner 

Bar Soap 
Toothpaste/toothbrush (Adult & Child) 

Dental Floss 
Deodorant 

Disposible wipes and Baby Wipes 
Socks (Adults & Child) 
Diapers Size 3 and Up 

Liquid Dishsoap 

mailto:sval@scotthulse.com
https://www.casfv.org/get-involved/ways-to-donate
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Dan Hernandez 
Ray, Pena, McChristian, P.C. 

Daniel is a shareholder with the law firm of Ray, Pena, 
McChristian, P.C. and Board Certified in Personal 
Injury Trial by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization. 

Daniel is an experienced trial lawyer with substantive 
jury-trial experience. He 

has extensive 
experience handling and examining a variety of 
experts in various professional and medical specialties. 
Daniel has also successfully handled many 

 

mailto:mary.reyes@kempsmith.com


Vendor Registration Open 
Showcase your company to a national 
audience of legal support 
professionals by exhibiting and 
sponsoring. There are a variety of 
options available or we can work with 
you to create a custom package that 
meets your marketing goals. View 
options or contact Mark to discuss the 
possibilities! 

Seeking Educational Speakers 

Share your expertise by presenting a 
breakout or keynote session. Submit 
a Call for Presentations form today to 
be considered! 

For more information please visit 
https://www.nals.org/
page/2022conference 
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MINUTES AND  

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

The  minutes of the 

monthly business and 

education meetings as well 

as the treasurer’s reports 

may be found on the EPALP 

website. Stay in the know 

and visit the website today! 

First-time visitors will need 

to register with the e-mail 

they used when they joined 

EPALP.  If you need help, 

please contact Paola Ostos 

at post@scotthulse.com 

 

THE LETTER OF THE 
LAW ARCHIVES 

Did you know that the 

EPALP website has a 

newsletter archive?  You 

can view the newsletter 

archives and more at 

www. epalp.org  

Speaker: Rosemary M. Marin 
  ScottHulse, P.C. 
Topic:  The Art of Alternative Dispute  
  Resolution: Mediation vs.  
  Arbitration  
Date:  September 14, 2022 
Location: Anson Eleven 
Time:  12PM 
Please RSVP to Mary Reyes at  
mary.reyes@kempsmith.com  

https://www.nals.org/store/ListProducts.aspx?catid=868393
https://www.nals.org/store/ListProducts.aspx?catid=868393
mailto:mark@nals.org?subject=NALS%20Conference%20Vendor%20Interest
https://www.nals.org/callforpresentations
https://www.nals.org/page/2022conference
https://www.nals.org/page/2022conference
mailto:post@scotthulse.com
http://www.epalp.org/
mailto:mary.reyes@kempsmith.com
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Hello Members,  

Big news! I am thrilled to announce the kick-off of our Membership Contest. The 

goal is to bring in new members. We know that new members means more 

ideas and making those ideas happen. The membership contest will run through 

March 31, 2023. Please send your points to me by the submission deadline. The 

more points you can secure, the better chance you have of scoring some cash! 

Are you ready for it?  

Monica Acuña  

Vice President 2022-23  

2 Points  

 Post a Chapter picture on the EPALP website  

 Post a Chapter picture on FB  

 Provide an article for The Letter of the Law  

 Submit a “Brag” for the Texas Docket  

EPALP Membership Contest 

2022 - 2023 

5 Points  

 Each new individual member recruited 
 Each new student member recruited 
 Each new Company member recruited 
 Each new Associate member recruited 
 Each new Secondary member recruited 

20 Bonus Points 

 Chair a vacant committee 
 Attend the Texas ALP Fall Board Meeting 
 Obtain a NALS certification 

Answer the trivia questions: 

 In what year did the El Paso chapter receive its charter? 
 Who is the President of Texas ALP and what is her Chapter affiliation? 
 Who is the NALS President and why is her term of office different from prior NALS’ presidents? 
 Where will the 2022 NALS National Conference be held 

Prizes 

1st Place - $200 
2nd Place - $100 
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MEMBER AND CHAPTER NEWS 

New Membership Campaign for 2022 - 2023! 

Join in the fun and earn points toward prizes! 

Campaign runs May 1, 2022 through March 31, 2023 

—See below for rules—  

Submit your activit(y/ies) as you go or  

By the submission deadline of March 31, 2023 

Questions? Contact —  

Sondra Heugatter, PP, PLS, TSC-CL, TSC-RE 

Texas ALP Membership Chair 

Sondra.panam@yahoo.com ⸫  heugatters@att.net 

Texas ALP Membership Campaign 

2022 - 2023 

Texas Association of Legal Professionals 

2022-2023 Membership Campaign 

New Membership Campaign for 2022 - 2023! 

May 1, 2022 through March 31, 2023 

(Submission Deadline: March 31, 2023) 

Member Campaign 

2 POINTS 
Each new individual member recruited 
Each new student member recruited 
Each past member reclaimed 
Acquiring a new advertiser for The Texas Docket 

5 BONUS POINTS 
Each article written and published in The Texas 
Docket 
Supporting a Literacy Program (such as the 
Barbara Bush Houston Literacy Foundation) 

20 SUPER BONUS POINTS 
Obtaining a new advertisers for The Texas  
Docket 

PRIZES 
Member Campaign Prizes 

1st Place — $75 ∙ 2nd Place — $50 
 
 

Chapter Campaign 

2 POINTS 
Each membership drive (in person or virtually) 
held 
Each new member the chapter or member brings 
into the Association 
Each past member the chapter or member reclaims 

5 BONUS POINTS 
100% retention of chapter membership 
Each brag written and published in The Texas 
Docket 
Supporting a Literacy Program (such as the 
Barbara Bush Houston Literacy Foundation) by 
the chapter 

20 SUPER BONUS POINTS 
Obtaining a new advertisers for The Texas  
Docket 

PRIZES 
Chapter Campaign Prizes 

1st Place — $100 ∙ 2nd Place — $75 

Monica, Acuña 

Vice President 2022– 2023 
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Does Leadership Really Matter in Nonprofits? 

Does leadership really matter? The executive director of a new 

foundation asked me that question earlier this year. At first I thought 

he was joking — after all, helping nonprofits attract and develop 

passionate and highly skilled leaders is part of what we do at 

Bridgespan. The back of my business card even says “leadership 

matters.” 

Read the full text at the link above.   
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https://hbr.org/2010/05/does-leadership-really-matter
https://hbr.org/2010/05/does-leadership-really-matter
https://hbr.org/2010/05/does-leadership-really-matter
https://hbr.org/2010/05/does-leadership-really-matter
https://hbr.org/2010/05/does-leadership-really-matter
https://hbr.org/2010/05/does-leadership-really-matter
https://hbr.org/2010/05/does-leadership-really-matter
https://hbr.org/2010/05/does-leadership-really-matter


EPALP BOARD & COMMITTEE CHAIRS 

PRESIDENT  
Carol R. Gutierrez, PLS 
cgut@ScottHulse.com 

Audit:    Cerra Rasberry 

Bar Liaison:   Georgina Gallegos 

BOY/LPY:    Yvette Castillo 

Bylaws/Standing Rules: Sandi Ramirez, PLS 

Certification:   Sandi Ramirez, PLS 

Community Relations:  Christina Mendoza 

Court Observance:  VACANT 

Directory:    VACANT 

Education:   VACANT 

Employment:   Monica Acuna 

Marketing:    Monica Acuna 

Membership:   Monica Acuna 

Nominations:   Terry Castillo 

Newsletter:    Paola Ostos 

Programs:    Rachel Scott 

Reservations:   Mary Reyes 

Scholarship:   Thelma Martinez  

Ways & Means:   Barbara Divis 

Website:    Paola Ostos 

OFFICERS EPALP COMMITTEE CHAIRS 

PRESIDENT-ELECT  
Sandra L. Ramirez, PLS 
sram@ScottHulse.com 

VICE PRESIDENT 
Monica Acuna 
macuna@mgmsg.com 

TREASURER 
Christina Mendoza 
calv@ScottHulse.com 

SECRETARY 
Denise Castro 
dcastro250@gmail.com 

DIRECTOR 
Yvette Castillo 
yvettecas-
tillo207@gmail.com 
 

PARLIAMENTARIAN 
Faynell Poe, PP, PLS 
fpoe@fbknlaw.com 
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 If you learn of any changes to attorney/firm contact 
information, please e-mail Carol Gutierrez, 

cgut@scotthulse.com.  
 

STAY CONNECTED — If you need to change or update your 
contact information for the Association, please e-mail 

Membership Chair, Monica Acuna at macuna@mgmsg.com. 
  

ATTENTION MEMBERS !  
Do you have an article that you would like to publish? Any tips 

or information that you would like to share?  
If so, publish them in the EPALP Monthly Newsletter, “The 
Letter of the Law”. Send your tips, news, and information to 

post@scotthulse.com. 
 

Please consider the environment before printing  

mailto:cgut@scotthulse.com
mailto:macuna2@mgmsg.com
mailto:post@scotthulse.com

